Bringing Vision and Performance Together

Automotive • Aerospace • Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage • Commercial Vehicles • Laboratory/Research
Manufacturing • TEST SOLUTIONS • Aerospace • Laboratory/Research • Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage
Manufacturing • Automotive • Aerospace • Chemical • Food & Beverage • CUSTOM MACHINES • Chemical
Laboratory/Research • Commercial Vehicles • Manufacturing • Aerospace • Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage
Manufacturing • Laboratory/Research • AUTOMATION CONTROLS • Chemical • Aerospace • Commercial
Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage • Laboratory/Research • Manufacturing • Automotive • Energy • Chemical
Food & Beverage • Commercial Vehicles • Manufacturing • Energy • Laboratory/Research • Food & Beverage
Automotive • Aerospace • Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage • Commercial Vehicles • Aerospace • Energy
INTEGRATED FACILITIES • Commercial Vehicles • Laboratory/Research • Manufacturing • Automotive • Aerospace
Chemical • Food & Beverage • Laboratory/Research • Manufacturing • CORPORATE OVERVIEW • Energy
Laboratory/Research • Manufacturing • Automotive• Aerospace • Commercial Vehicles • Food & Beverage
Energy • Chemical • Food & Beverage • Commercial Vehicles • Manufacturing • Energy • Laboratory/Research

Inside ACS
Incorporated in 1994 and founded on the principle that elegant solutions emanate
from applying fundamental engineering principles, ACS was formed to meet the
expressed need for single source, turnkey delivery of complex projects. Today,
we don’t fit a niche so much as we fill a hole in the marketplace.
More than a contractor or equipment supplier, ACS understands the core
requirements of equipment, systems, and facility integration—leading clients
to trust our team with solutions to their research & development and
production needs.

We do more than meet specifications; first and foremost
we meet client business objectives.

Our solutions encompass:
• Designing and Building Custom Equipment and Machines

What can we help you accomplish?

• Developing Automation and Control Systems

• Improve processes for product design, test, and manufacturing

• Test Solutions for R&D and Production Verification

• Reduce cost and time of bringing new products to market

• Program and Project Management Services

• Develop programs for new product development

• Turnkey Facility Solutions

• Develop test processes
• Manage and execute capital projects

As your partner, ACS will be a hands-on to hand-over resource for your project

• Automate

from planning to commissioning--assuring your performance objectives are met.

• Validate
• Improve operator safety

Bottom line, we deliver flawless functionality and guarantee high performance.

• Reduce maintenance intervals
• Gather accurate and precise data
• Decrease warranty claims
• Increase efficiency
• Reduce labor costs
• Increase part production
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Industries & Markets
ACS routinely works in partnership with clients that are designing, testing, and
manufacturing products that are better for the environment and the people who
use them. They in turn depend on us to design and build equipment and facilities
that improve their processes to deliver products that reflect their organization’s
quality and brand.
Our experience extends to a wide range of applications and covers
industries/markets including:
• Automotive/Commercial Vehicles
• Aerospace
• Energy
• Laboratory/Research
• Chemical
• Food & Beverage
• Manufacturing
By starting out asking, “What do you want your equipment, process or facility to
do?”, we can collaboratively determine business objectives and technical
demands—setting the framework and laying the groundwork for the desired
functionality and performance.
Throughout ACS’ twenty-five year history, the depth and breadth of our expertise
and experience has allowed us to count among our customers numerous Fortune
500 companies as well as a number of large multinational companies with strong
brand name recognition and quality products.
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Our Expertise
We deliver system integration services.
That can mean a single piece of equipment, an automated system, a
comprehensive controls solution or a fully integrated facility.
Whether you’re looking for the whole to be greater than the sum of its
parts or individual parts to be a whole lot better, our common denominator
is high performance.
Applications we excel at include:
• R&D and Production Test Systems
• Process Automation and Controls
• Data Acquisition and Lab Management Systems
• Custom Machines
• Industrial Process Systems
• Assembly and Material Handling
• Acoustics and Vibration
• Facility and Equipment Integration
Our experience in each of the fields of engineering, test and technology,
equipment, systems integration, and facility design and construction not
only sets ACS apart from other suppliers, but also sets the standard for a
total turnkey resource.
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Our Services
Integration is our core competency, whether dealing with the equipment that
goes into a facility, the infrastructure surrounding it or the building structure itself.
Our internal mandate is always to deliver solutions that meet the customer’s
business performance requirements.
Before commencing any project, we secure full knowledge of the critical
processes going on inside the building and recognize their dependency on
the infrastructure and building requirements to support them.
ACS is Delivering Solutions. Building Trust™ with these services:
Integrated Buildings

Equipment, Machines and Controls

• Front end planning

• Concept development

• Design and engineering

• Design, engineer, integrate, build

• Systems integration

• Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT)

• Pre-construction and
construction management

• Install

• Program management

• Site Acceptance Testing (SAT)

• Commissioning

With industry-specific design, engineering and manufacturing expertise and
experience we are better equipped for your equipment needs. And, when
managing the integration of an entire facility we are laser-focused on what
you want it to accomplish and what needs to happen to ensure it.
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Integration and
Flexible Delivery
Since Day One, the ACS advantage was built on being able to offer a diverse
portfolio of building and construction capabilities. Over the years, with enriched
technical expertise, we have strategically evolved our contract delivery model
to be flexible—with wide-ranging skills supporting the ability to execute
Design-Build work to EPC (Engineering-Procurement-Construction) duties.

Benefits of the ACS Flexible Delivery Model

Our clients tell us they prefer a single source, turnkey method because it

• Research, Technology and Industry Expertise ensure
		 delivery of a highly functioning facility

allows ACS to:
• Provide the client a single resource of accountability
• Assume responsibility for the entire project
• Guarantee client acceptance criteria is met
The goal of our client-tested and proven plan is to meet schedule, cost and
functionality requirements. Encompassing planning, engineering, custom
equipment design or procurement and assembly, project management,
commissioning and long-term operational support, this unique approach
enhances project value and aligns to client expectations.

• Single-source responsibility and team collaboration align
		 clients with expert resources
• Early identification of schedule and cost facilitates
		 accurate resource allocation
• Accelerated project schedule means accelerated
		 lead time
• Reduced administrative burden allows the client team
		 to stay focused on core responsibilities
• Proper budget planning and control result in Total
		 Project Cost Savings
• Facility and system functionality match client-developed
		criteria

To succeed, we embed ourselves within a client’s operation, see their vision, and
then adapt our entire process to their in-house procedures, documentation,
reporting requirements and purchasing preferences while aligning needs with
their budgets, project schedules and internal resources.
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At ACS, we combine our knowledge of building design and
construction with expertise and understanding of equipment,
testing, process systems, automation, and controls for clients
who require high performance solutions.

E N G I N E E R • I N T E G R AT E • B U I L D

acscm.com

